PERCEPTION. PERFORMANCE. POWER.

About Morgan A. Wider
Morgan A. Wider is a Personal Style Expert, Speaker and
founder of Wider Style, a style consulting firm based in
Atlanta, Georgia.

Before launching her business, Morgan studied Economics
at Georgetown University and spent 10 years working at
the corporate headquarters of Gap, Old Navy, Banana
Republic, OshKosh and Carter’s. She grew several
businesses with her knowledge of merchandising, apparel
production, pricing strategy and international
development.
With her firm, Wider Style, Morgan now advises

executives, entrepreneurs and college students on how

to increase their performance through their image.

Why Morgan

Executive Presence (EP) development through competence and
But EP is not just about performance or power, it’s also about perception. And 60%

Most companies and colleges focus on
communication skills.

of perception comes from how we look.

Without sufficient training on image branding, incredibly smart men and women are left to their own devices
with their wardrobe, causing many to either fade into the background or stand out for the wrong
reasons. This often leads to frustration and lack of confidence, totally undermining their skill set and
leadership capabilities.

With honesty and practicality, Morgan’s

Executive Style presentations do the following:

1. Explain the impact image has on perception and how clothing can be either an asset or liability.
2. Provide practical wardrobe and communication techniques that enhance Executive Presence.
3. Inspire optimal level of personal performance, as it has been scientifically proven that dressing better
increases productivity.

With an improved image, executives and employees are seen as high-performing and
confident leaders, making promotions and professional success inevitable.
202-423-0316

morgan@widerstyle.com

www.widerstyle.com

Most Requested Programs
The Business of Looking Good
Increase trust and credibility by presenting an executive image that
aligns with your personal brand and corporate culture.

Learn how

to determine your authentic Executive Presence for greater influence.

Maximizing the 7:60
Centered around each company’s culture and dress code, this session
provides tangible and affordable ways to maximize the first seven
seconds of a first impression.

Eliminating the Invisible Wardrobe
Open to women of all professional levels, this workshop covers how to
build a wardrobe that exudes Executive Presence without sacrificing

You cannot expect

style or femininity.

anyone to invest in

Body Love

you, your business or

Ladies, you cannot dress what you do not first accept. This
transformative workshop focuses not only on how to dress each unique
body type but also on forgiving, accepting and loving your current size

your career if you do
not first invest in
yourself.

and shape.

-Morgan A. Wider
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